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Winner of the PEN/Hemingway Award for his radiant novel in stories, Mary and O’Neil, Justin Cronin has
already been hailed as a writer of astonishing gifts. Now Cronin’s new novel, The Summer Guest, fulfills
that promise—and more. With a rare combination of emotional insight, narrative power, and lyrical grace,
Cronin transforms the simple story of a dying man’s last wish into a rich tapestry of family love.

On an evening in late summer, the great financier Harry Wainwright, nearing the end of his life, arrives at a
rustic fishing camp in a remote area of Maine. He comes bearing two things: his wish for a day of fishing in
a place that has brought him solace for thirty years, and an astonishing bequest that will forever change the
lives of those around him.

From the battlefields of Italy to the turbulence of the Vietnam era, to the private battles of love and family,
The Summer Guest reveals the full history of this final pilgrimage and its meaning for four people: Jordan
Patterson, the haunted young man who will guide Harry on his last voyage out; the camp’s owner Joe
Crosby, a Vietnam draft evader who has spent a lifetime “trying to learn what it means to be brave”; Joe’s
wife, Lucy, the woman Harry has loved for three decades; and Joe and Lucy’s daughter Kate—the spirited
young woman who holds the key to the last unopened door to the past.

As their stories unfold, secrets are revealed, courage is tested, and the bonds of love are strengthened. And
always center stage is the place itself—a magical, forgotten corner of New England where the longings of
the human heart are mirrored in the wild beauty of the landscape.

Intimate, powerful, and profound, The Summer Guest reveals Justin Cronin as a storyteller of unique and
marvelous talent. It is a book to treasure.
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From reader reviews:

Phillip Permenter:

With other case, little individuals like to read book The Summer Guest. You can choose the best book if you
want reading a book. As long as we know about how is important a new book The Summer Guest. You can
add expertise and of course you can around the world by just a book. Absolutely right, simply because from
book you can understand everything! From your country until finally foreign or abroad you may be known.
About simple thing until wonderful thing it is possible to know that. In this era, we can open a book or
maybe searching by internet gadget. It is called e-book. You may use it when you feel fed up to go to the
library. Let's learn.

Mary Deleon:

Do you among people who can't read pleasurable if the sentence chained inside straightway, hold on guys
this kind of aren't like that. This The Summer Guest book is readable simply by you who hate those straight
word style. You will find the information here are arrange for enjoyable examining experience without
leaving also decrease the knowledge that want to offer to you. The writer connected with The Summer Guest
content conveys objective easily to understand by many individuals. The printed and e-book are not different
in the written content but it just different available as it. So , do you continue to thinking The Summer Guest
is not loveable to be your top record reading book?

Keri Yokum:

Does one one of the book lovers? If so, do you ever feeling doubt while you are in the book store? Try to
pick one book that you just dont know the inside because don't determine book by its protect may doesn't
work the following is difficult job because you are scared that the inside maybe not seeing that fantastic as in
the outside seem likes. Maybe you answer is usually The Summer Guest why because the wonderful cover
that make you consider with regards to the content will not disappoint an individual. The inside or content is
actually fantastic as the outside as well as cover. Your reading 6th sense will directly show you to pick up
this book.

Dora Bair:

Reading a e-book make you to get more knowledge from that. You can take knowledge and information
from the book. Book is written or printed or outlined from each source this filled update of news. In this
modern era like today, many ways to get information are available for a person. From media social just like
newspaper, magazines, science guide, encyclopedia, reference book, story and comic. You can add your
understanding by that book. Are you hip to spend your spare time to spread out your book? Or just in search
of the The Summer Guest when you necessary it?
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